Commander Paul Allen Chalke –Male, Caucasian, 30’s.
Square jawed, self-assured commander of the Monocyte. More brawn than brain but with a lot
of heart. Plagued by ongoing nightmares which feature in most episodes. Unknowingly from
Earth’s distant past, unknowingly clinically depressed. Very Phil Hartman as Troy McClure.
Emissary Fralgon –Non-binary/trans Late 20’s/early 30’s
Alien emissary assigned to the Monocyte as a liaison for their (our) people. (Who all happen to
be the same or no or any gender, as suits needs/feelings/wants.) Possessed of mental and
physical gifts far beyond those of humans. Highly trained in their (our) species’ form of hand to
hand combat. They (our) record most of the log of events as Chalke cannot be bothered.
Pronouns – We/Our/Ours
..
Security Chief Miles Murtagh –Male, Caucasian, LGBTQ+ 40’s.
No-nonsense, though xenophobic and hetero-centric, head of security. Devoted to the United
Space Associated Federated Galactic Alliance of Friendly Species, but extremely proud of his
Earth nationality (think Scotty or Chekov from Star Trek: TOS). A by-the-book type, of course,
and should be a counter to Fralgon in almost every way. Hero-worships Chalke and is
probably, unknown to himself, in love with the Commander. Way, way in the closet. Irish/
English/Scottish accent (in that order of preference)
Crewman (#7)/”The Monocyte” Male, Caucasian, 20’s/30’s
--- “Crewman” – Every bad luck, “red shirt” crewman who ever existed, however,
blessed with boundless optimism and an ability to escape “in the nick of time.” Their
catchphrase? “How do
we get out of this?”
--- “The Monocyte” – Initially, the ship’s computer. Later revealed to sentient. Casting
notes: White male. As “Crewman,” earnest, naïve, full of wonder. As “The Monocyte,” cool,
monotone, matter of fact; very HAL from 2001.
.
Ambassador Shala –Female, Actor of Color, 30’s/40’s
Grangian Ambassador Stationed on the Monocyte during their rst (episodic) adventure and
stays on board for the remainder of Around other Grangians, sti y formal, as her station
requires. Around members of the Monocyte crew, highly inquisitive and friendly. Will also play
all other Grangians.
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(Fan-favorite) Phineas Q. Progress – Trans/Gender- uid, Actor of Color, 40’s.
Intergalactic conman, raconteur, scumbag, and fan-favorite. Completely aware that he’s a trope
and may/may not have fourth-wall awareness.

